


0.75 m2* self-contained, 
unattended, refrigerated 
retail outlet.

Sell any chilled product, 
anywhere, anytime. 

*23 cubic feet



Simply swipe to open, select your items, and close the door. 1-2-3.

How It Works

1 2 3 
No product scanning. No cashiers. No cash required. No wasted time.



Ø A preregistered card is presented to the
display on the cooler door.

Ø This can be a credit/debit card, employee
ID, smart phone, or other method.

Ø The card/account is recognised, and the
cooler door is unlocked.

How It Works
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2 Ø The customer selects items by removing
them from the cooler.

Ø Details are itemised on display screen  –
product, quantity, price.

Ø Unwanted items can be placed back in
the cooler, and will not be charged.

How It Works



3 Ø The sale is processed when the customer
closes the cooler door.

Ø Preregistered accounts can have
transaction receipts emailed.

Ø The unit is ready to receive the next
customer.

How It Works



It uses a series of sensors within the 
cooler, loaded with preregistered 

product weights, to determine 
when items have been removed.

Product
Plate
Load 
Cell/Sensor
Wire shelf

Each cabinet requires an internet connection to 
process transactions and communicate with a 
cloud-based software system which manages 

user accounts and product inventory. 

How It Works



Each level accommodates 3x wide + 1x narrow 
panels.

Allowing for up to 24 different SKUs - facilitating a 
wide variety of products: drinks, snacks and fresh 
food.

Each scale is able to hold up to 20kg of product.

How It Works
6 shelving levels comprising 24 weighted 
scale panels

Ø :18x wide panels measuring W 150 x D 455 mm
Ø 6x narrow panels measuring W 75 x D 455 mm



Illuminated sign panel, and front/sides decal 
space, customisable with your brand graphics

LED interior lighting runs the door length, for 
bright and even illumination of your product 
display

Self closing door. Positive seal, torsion type 
closure system

"No stoop" lower shelf raises merchandised 
product level to maximise product visibility

Refrigeration system maintains cabinet 
temperatures 0.5°C to 3.3°C, ideal for 
packed food merchandising and rapid 
cooling of beverages

"Low-E”, double pane thermal insulated 
glass for improved energy efficiency 

True RCU technology helps reduce the need 
for pm, increasing the operating efficiency of 

the cabinet and lifespan of the system 

Standard with, Black Exterior / Black Interior

Payment systems soId separately 

Display screen / card reader 

Vender lock



Applications
Ideal for a wide range of applications, including any out-of-hours or unmanned retail 
opportunities. 

Ø Hotel lobbies and per floor

Ø Office buildings

Ø Schools campuses

Ø Hospitals

Ø Transport hubs

Ø Lifestyle (Gyms, Leisure)



Features & Benefits
Providing people 24/7 access to refreshments for all business operating patterns

Ø Look, touch & feel the product before purchasing.

Ø True’s advanced refrigeration systems maintain consistent temperatures - keeping
food fresher for longer.

Ø Food safety system enabled automatically locks the unit if the internal
temperature stays above 7°C for 30 minutes, minimising the risk food poisoning,
and automatically alerting the vendor to the issue.

Ø The cabinet is able to alert customers who have registered allergy risks with an
alarm, to indicate that products contained may be harmful to them.

Ø R290 hydrocarbon refrigerant system, highly energy efficient, environmentally
friendly, ‘zero’ ozone depletion potential (ODP).



*Depth does not include 42 mm
for door handle.

Self-contained, requiring no 
additional kiosks or structures to 
operate, so can be installed in 
locations where space is 
restrictive.

The cabinet required zero 
clearance left and right, for built in 
design to a surround, or as a 
module in part of a larger scheme.

Optional 10cm or 6cm castors can 
be supplied for easy repositioning 
of the unit in situ.

Cabinet Dimensions

W D* H

921 759 1998



Payment Systems
Accepts a wide range of payment solutions, 
including all major credit and debit cards, Apple 
Pay, employee cards/IDs, or unique cards 
designed for the cooler (Xcard by ShelfX).

A Card Reader is not supplied with the cabinet, 
giving operators the choice to use their 
preferred processor. 

For European operators, we recommend NAYAX 
and their VPOS solutions.



Configuration
Is a hardware and software solution, 
using a web-based back end 
(Xmanager) to configure:

Ø Each cabinet
Ø Setup products being retailed
Ø Stock management
Ø Employee profiles for the

people operating the service
Ø User profiles for the
Ø Sales and usage reporting

The setup process can be done 
onsite, from any laptop, iPad, iPhone 
or Android device.



Promotional Features
Programable special offers include:

Ø Buy One Get One Free
Ø Combo Meals
Ø Loyalty discounts
Ø Employee meal benefits
Ø Discounts based on

Ø Payment type
Ø Minimum purchase
Ø Individual product
Ø Location
Ø Time/”Happy Hours”

Ø Custom Discounts



Live Inventory Management

Ø View real time inventory reports
across multiple coolers and locations

Ø View product types and exact
quantities on each shelf of a cooler

Ø Remotely view and manage pricing
through online Planogram



Employee Activity

Ø Time spent restocking

Ø Location of employee changes

Ø Inventory count before and after
restocking

Ø Total Inventory Change



Customers

Search by:
Ø Name
Ø Email
Ø Phone
Ø Xcard

Ø Credit
Ø Charge
Ø View transaction history and refund specific

purchases



Sales Activity Reports

Sales figures can be viewed by:

Ø Location
Ø Custom time frame
Ø Customer
Ø Product
Ø Vendor
Ø Supplier
Ø Payment type
Ø And more



Report Charts

Ø Sales by supplier
Ø Sales by product
Ø Sales by hour
Ø Sales by location
Ø Sales by location

groups



Report Charts



Statistics

Ø Number of unique
visitors

Ø Number of visits
Ø Visits per day
Ø Visits per customer
Ø Number of new visitors
Ø Average sale
Ø Average items per cart



Product Analysis

Ø Current Qty.
Ø Empty In
Ø Last Loaded
Ø Last Sold
Ø Sales Frequency






